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Abstract:Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Controller (IT2FLC) where the fuzzy parameters, e.g. Fuzzy Membership
Functions and Fuzzy Rule Bases are tuned by Genetic Algorithm (GAs) known as Genetic Interval Type-2 Fuzzy
System (GIT2FS). The GFS are discussed briefly, later, the proposed design is explained.
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1. Introduction
GA is main evolutionary algorithms for Interval Type-2 Fuzzy System (GIT2FS). GAs is general purpose search
algorithms. Mainly there are three technologies, Neural Network (NN), Fuzzy Logic (FL), and Genetic Algorithms
(GA) and their hybrid combinations. These thechnologies individually and in combination can be employed to solve
problems. The combinations include neuro-fuzzy, GA-fuzzy, neuro-GA, and neuro-fuzzy-GA technologies. It is
referred as artificial intelligence (AI), which is an area of computer science concerned with designing intelligent
computer systems. It is like human behaviour.
In the field of soft computing Genetic Algorithms are unorthodox search and optimization algorithms, which mimic
some of the processes of natural evolution. GA is evolutionary algorithms under guided random, which is search
technique. Engineering, computational science, manufacturing, mathematics, physics, and other fields are application of
Genetic Algorithms. GA is based on natural genetic. It provides healthy and strong search capabilities in complex
spaces. GA offer a valid approach to effective search process and problem ability efficient. GA is very different from
most of the traditional optimization methods. GA need design space to be converted into genetic space. GA works with
a coding of variables. The advantage of working with a coding of variable space is that coding discretizes the search
space even though the function may be continuous. GA uses a population of points at one time in contrast to the single
point approach by traditional optimization methods. It processes a number of designs at the same time. Algorithm is
started with a set of solution represented by chromosomes, called populations which develop slowly over time through a
process of controlled variation and competition. Solution of one population is taken and used to form a new population.
This is motivated by hope that new population will be better than the old one.
Solution which are selected to form new population (offspring), are selected according to their fitness and must
be planed for each problem to be solved. The more suitable they are, the more chances they have to reproduce. This is
repeated until some conditions for improvement of best solution are satisfied. The new population is further evaluated
and tested for termination. If the termination criteria are not met, the population is iteratively operated by the three
operators and evaluated until the termination criteria are met. One cycle of these operations and the subsequent
evaluation procedure is known as a generation in GA terminology. Crossover is a recombination operator. In GA
criteria are required to be expressed in terms of an objective function which is usually called to as a fitness function.
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2.

Genetic Interval Type-2 Fuzzy System (GIT2FS)

GAs are general purpose search algorithms, based on natural genetics, that provide robust search capabilities in
complex spaces, and thereby offer a valid approach to problem requiring efficient and effective search process. The
basic idea is to maintain a population of chromosomes that evolves over time through a process of competition and
controlled variation. A chromosome is representing candidate solutions to the concrete problem being solved. A GA
starts with a population of randomly generated chromosomes, and advance towards better chromosomes by applying
genetic operators modeled on the genetic process occurring in nature. The population undergoes evolution in a form of
natural selection. During successive iterations, called generation, chromosomes in the population are rated for their
adaptation as solutions, and on the basic of these evaluation, a new population of chromosomes is formed using a
selection mechanism and specific genetic operator such as crossover and mutation. A fitness function must be devised
for each problem to be solved. Given a particular chromosome, the fitness function returns a single numerical value,
which is supposed to be proportional to the utility or adaptation of the solution represented by that chromosome.
As previously stated, GIT2FS is basically a fuzzy system augmented by a learning process based on a genetic
algorithm (GA). In GIT2FS, GAs operates to search an appropriate Knowledge Base (KB) of a fuzzy system for a
particular problem and to make sure those parameter values that are optimal with respect to the design criteria. The KB
parameters constitute the optimization space, which is transformed into suitable genetic representation on which the
search process operates. The KB is composed by interval type-2 membership functions (IT2MF), shortly (MF), and
fuzzy rule base (RB), as mentioned before. So, there are some options to design Genetic IT2 Fuzzy System, e.g. tuning
or learning membership functions, or fuzzy rule base or both of them, sequentially or concurrently. When tuning
membership functions, an individual population represents parameters of the membership function shapes at which
fuzzy rule base is predefined in advance. In contrast, if be desired to tune fuzzy rules base, the population represents all
of fuzzy rules possibility that membership functions is assumed before. Fig.1 shows these conceptions.

(a)

(b)
Fig.1 Some designs of Genetic Fuzzy Systems

Recently, there are some successful applications of GIT2FS to real world problems, e.g. control, robotics,
manufacturing, consumer products, transportation, modeling and decision making. Further we will describe application
a GIT2FS in behavior based mobile robot. Afterwards, a GIT2FS is then applied as a searching algorithm to tune the
value of knowledge bases that described in next subsection. where ki, ji are adjustment coefficient, Cx, and Wx are set of
centre and width of each fuzzy membership function. It means ki makes each center of membership function move to
the right or left and ji makes them wider or sharper, as shown in Fig. 2. After that, the adjustment coefficients are
encoded to form the population, as presented as below.
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Fig. 2 Principle in tuning of membership function
In another side, for rule base searching, each of the parameter is encoded into integer codes that are based on number of
output membership function. The coded parameters are arranged as show in the following equation to form
chromosome of the population, as shown below.

GA’s process starts with randomly generated initial populations. Then, all chromosomes are evaluated and associated
base on fitness function with linear ranking method to determine the members of the new generation population. The
fitness functions for faulty parts avoiding as:

where I is the total number of start position, K is the number of step simulation for each start position, ω(k), and
v(k) are the rotational speed and the faulty speed at k, respectively, and c is constant for health check of IM, 0 if there is
no fault and 1 if there is fault. This function is minimized in order to achieve the condition than the motor run by
avoiding fault, higher speed, and mostly reliable speed. After that, three operators of GA are carried out, namely
recombination, crossover and mutation, with fixed crossover probability rate (Pc) and probability mutation rate (Pm),
that are 0.7, and 0.7/parameter numbers, respectively. The number of new generation is adjusted by Generation Gap
constant (GGAP), which is 0.9. The procedure is repeated until the termination condition is reached. It has been
presented Interval Type2Fuzzy Logic Controller (IT2FLC) where the fuzzy knowledge based, i.e. membership
functions and rule bases, are tuned by Genetic Algorithm (GAs), known as Genetic Fuzzy System (GIT2FS), to
generate individual command action. The model is designed in order to detect faults in IM. The best fitness knowledge
base is obtained by learning the RB in advance and then tuning the MF after. Besides that, the motor has improved its
performance, for instance it can generate motor control for individual fault.
3.

Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Controllers

The interval type-2 FLC uses interval type-2 fuzzy sets (such as those shown in Fig. 1(a) to represent the inputs
and/or outputs of the FLC. In the interval type-2 fuzzy sets all the third dimension values equal to one. The use of
interval type-2 FLC helps to simplify the computation (as opposed to the general type-2 FLC which is computationally
intensive) which will enable the design of a robot FLC that operates in real time. The structure of an interval type-2
FLC is depicted in Fig. 2(b), it consists of a Fuzzifier, Inference Engine, Rule Base, Type-Reducer and a Defuzzifier.
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Fig. 2. (a) An interval type-2 fuzzy set. (b) Structure of the type-2 FLC.
The interval type-2 FLC works as follows: the crisp inputs from the input sensors are first fuzzified into input type-2
fuzzy sets; singleton fuzzification is usually used in interval type-2 FLC applications due to its simplicity and suitability
for embedded processors and real time applications. The input type-2 fuzzy sets then activate the inference engine and
the rule base to produce output type-2 fuzzy sets. The type-2 FLC rules will remain the same as in a type-1 FLC but the
antecedents and/or the consequents will be represented by interval type-2 fuzzy sets. The inference engine combines the
fired rules and gives a mapping from input type-2 fuzzy sets to output type-2 fuzzy sets. The type-2 fuzzy outputs of the
inference engine are then processed by the type-reducer which combines the output sets and performs a centroid
calculation which leads to type-1 fuzzy sets called the type-reduced sets. There are different types of type-reduction
methods. In this paper we will be using the Center of Sets type-reduction as it has reasonable computational complexity
that lies between the computationally expensive centroid type-reduction and the simple height and modified height
type-reductions which have problems when only one rule fires . After the type-reduction process, the type-reduced sets
are defuzzified (by taking the average of the type-reduced set) to obtain crisp outputs that are sent to the actuators.
4. The GA based Evolutionary System
The GA chromosome includes the interval type-2 MFs parameters for both the inputs and outputs of the
induction motor (IM) interval type-2 FLC. We have used the interval type-2 fuzzy set which is described by a Gaussian
primary MF with uncertain standard deviation as shown in Fig. 1(a). The GA based system uses real value encoding to
encode each gene in the chromosome. Each GA population consists of 30 chromosomes. The GA uses an elitist
selection strategy. The GA based system procedure can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: 30 chromosomes are generated randomly while taking into account the grammatical correctness of the
chromosome. The “Chromosome Counter” is set to 1 – the first chromosome. The “Generation Counter” is set to 1 –
the first generation.
Step 2: Type-2 FLC is constructed using the chromosome “Chromosome Counter” and is executed on the robot for 400
control steps to provide a fitness for the chromosome. During fitness evaluation, a healthy condition is in place to avoid
the motor fault. After a controller has been executed for 400 control steps, a fixed controller takes over control.
Step 3: If “Chromosome Counter” < 30, increment “Chromosome Counter” by 1 and go to Step 2, otherwise proceed
to Step 4.
Step 4: The best individual-so-far chromosome is preserved separately.
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Step 5: If “Generation Counter” = 1 then store current population, copy it to a new population P and proceed to Step 6.
Else, select 30 best chromosomes from population “Generation Counter” and population “Generation Counter”-1 and
create a new population P.
Step 6: Use roulette wheel selection on population P to populate the breeding pool.
Step 7: Crossover is applied to chromosomes in the breeding pool and “chromosome consistency” is checked. (*)
Step 8: “Generation Counter” is incremented. If “Generation Counter” < the number of maximum generations or if the
desired performance is not achieved, reset “Chromosome Counter” to 1 and go to Step 2, else go to Step 9.
Step 9: Chromosome with best fitness is kept and solution has been achieved; END. (*)The crossover operator
employed computes the arithmetic average between two genes. It is used with a probability of 100% to force the GA to
explore the solution space in between the previously discovered, parental solutions. With chromosome consistency we
refer to the correctness of the chromosome’s genes in relation to their function in the IT2FLC.
Each input type-2 MF is represented by three parameters (one certain mean and two standard deviations).
Thus, 12 genes are used to represent the type-2 FLC inputs (The FLC has 2 input sensors, each represented by two type2 MFs and each MF is represented by 3 parameters). The type-2 FLC has 1 output governing the motor health condition
of speed. Only the standard deviations of the output type-2 MFs are evolved and the means are fixed to guarantee that
the FLC outputs are within the allowed domain of the outputs. Hence as shown in Fig. 3(a), the GA chromosome for
this type-2 FLC comprises 12(inputs) + 4(outputs) = 16 genes.

Figure 3. (a) Chromosome Structure, (b) Progress of best individual.
The fitness of each chromosome is generated by monitoring how the generated type-2 FLC has succeeded in
following the edge at the desired distance over 400 control steps. An example of the evolutionary progress is shown in
Fig. 3(b) which shows the performance of the best individual found so far against the number of generations. We have
compared the performance of the evolved type-2 FLC against a manually designed type-2 FLC as well as a series of
three type-1 FLCs with 4, 9 and 25 rules.
5. Tuning a modified Mamdani fuzzy rule base system (FRBS) with a genetic algorithm
GAs are useful for tuning both the database and the rule-base of FRBS (Maniadakis and Surmann 1999;
Cordón et al. 2001). The subject of this work is the impact of a Interval Type2 Fuzzy System GA (IT2FS-GA) for
tuning the database in a Mamdani FRBS on the outcomes of a GA which operates on the rule-base (RB-GA). The rest
of this work first introduces a specific trip scheduling problem which has previously been analysed with a Mamdani
FRBS. It then introduces both the standard Mamdani FRBS and the modifications made for this case including the
structure of the rules and the database. It very briefly summarises the RB-GA since this is the test bed for the IT2FS GA.
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6. MAMDANI FRBS
The Selection interface takes the fuzzy partition from the Inference system, and outputs a discrete value, as
illustrated in Figure 4.

Fig.4 The modified Mamdani FRBS with Selection replacing de-fuzzification.
(After Cordón, Herrera et al. 2001)
7. Rules GA
This GA uses a population of 100 variable length chromosomes. The system is a Pittsburgh GA (Cordón et al.
2001; Cordon et al. 2004) with a population consisting of individuals encoding rule sets. The chromosome is translated
into a rule set of a Mamdani FRBS, Fitness is the proportion of test cases correctly classified by a FRBS using that rule
set with an additional weighting factor preferring shorter chromosome lengths.
Chromosome Coding the consequent conditions by position and thus storing only their adjectives, there are only (768)
different possible antecedent rule sets each with a single consequent (one of 8). Each gene is a pair of integers; the
antecedent part and the consequent part. Each individual chromosome consists of a variable length string of up to 100
genes. Crossover is asymmetric single point where a random crossover point is computed for each parent separately and
two new strings are composed from the head of one and the tail of the other after duplicate antecedents are deleted.
Thus the two offspring are generally of different lengths. A number of mutation operators are defined. No mutator is
allowed to create a chromosome that has duplicate antecedent parts. Point Mutation: A randomly selected locus in the
antecedent part or the consequent of one gene is incremented or decremented so that it refers to one of the overlapping,
neighboring fuzzy-sets. Delete: Delete a sequence of up to a quarter of genes. Extend: extend the chromosome with a
random gene. Inversion: a strategy for regrouping genes so that crossover has a chance to test different building blocks.
Breeding consists of selection of pairs from the population, and reproduction using crossover and mutation producing
new pairs of offspring. Selection is elitist, using a form of ranking selection. Individuals are first ranked by fitness and
then working from fittest to least fit, individuals mate with selected members of the old population, offspring replacing
least fit individuals. The majority of the populations are subjected to a bout of mutation using a random selection of
mutation operators. One feature of ranking selection is that all objective functions which are monotonic on each other
are equivalent in effect.
8. Fitness and objective function
The aim of the fitness function is to assess how well the partitioning of the fuzzy sets also partitions the data.
There are four axes each with a number of partitions which thus forms a partitioned hyper-space with multiple “hyperregions”. Intuitively one would like all of the classified situations with a particular class to fall within one hyper-region.
In this case just eight hyper-regions would be filled, each with a single class and just eight rules would suffice to
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classify the data fully. For each class represented within a hyper-region, a specificity and a selectivity of that region for
that class can be assigned. Specificity of a situation S in region R and having class C is the probability of S being of
class C given having non-zero membership of the region R.. Selectivity of a situation S in region R and having class C is
the probability of S having non-zero membership of region R given class C. S may have a non-zero degree of
membership within more than one region, so to compute fitness we first compute the specificity of S multiplied by log
of selectivity of S within each of the regions for which it has a degree of membership, take the maximum of absolute
value of all these as the contribution of the situation to the fitness function and sum over all situations.

9. Experiments and Results
The IT2FS-GA was run 13 times for 100 generations. The elite from each run was retained and the value of its
associated objective function was recorded. This produced a spectrum of fuzzy sets, each with a different value. This
constituted a test set of fuzzy-sets. Using each of the obtained fuzzy sets in turn, the RB-GA was then run against the
full travel decisions data set. The RB-GA ran with single-best composition, and was halted at 10,000 generations. The
process was repeated in triplicate to give 39 results, each yielding a collection of rules sets, each of these having a
classification rate, a rule count, and an associated value for the objective function assigned to the interval type2 fuzzyset by the IT2FS-GA. Pooling the three runs, and performing a linear regression of the interval type2 fuzzy-set fitness v
classification rate and rule counts obtained, we find that there is a significant positive trend for the classification rates
and no trend for the rule counts as seen in Figure 3.

Fig.5 Regressions of Classification Rate and of Rule Count against the IT2FS-GA fitness achieved by each of thirteen
independent runs of the IT2FS-GA.
The classification rate shows a significant trend, whereas the rule count does not. There is considerable
variance. Furthermore fitness and rule counts are not independent. The RB-GA optimizes for high classification rates
and only reduces rule counts within classification rate. As shown in Figure 4, there is a non-significant positive trend
between IT2FS-GA objective function value and the smallest per-replicate size of the rule set obtained, indicating that
the GA may have proceeded faster (since all runs of the RB-GA halted after the same number of generations). There is a
more significant negative trend with the maximum per-replicate ratio of classification rate to rule count, indicating that
less compact rule sets obtained running with the higher values of the IT2FS-GA fitness, are likely less generalized.
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Fig.6 The second analysis tests fuzzy-set fitness against the minimum rule count, and maximum ratio of classification
rate to rule count, for the replicates at each fitness level.
10 Simulation Results
A set of different trainings for the modular neural networks was performed to test the proposed type-2 fuzzy
logic approach for response integration in modular neural networks. We show in Table 1 some of these trainings with
different numbers of modules, layers and nodes. The training times are also shown in this table to illustrate the
performance with different training algorithms and conditions.
Once the necessary trainings were done, a set of tests were performed with different type-2 fuzzy systems. The
fuzzy systems were used as response integrators for the three modules of the modular network. In the type-2 fuzzy
systems, different types of membership functions were considered with goal of comparing the results and deice on the
best choice for the recognition problem.
The best type-2 fuzzy system, in the sense that it produced the best recognition results, was the one with
triangular membership functions. This fuzzy system has 3 input variables and one output variable, with three
membership functions per variable. We show in Figures 5 and 6 the membership functions of the type-2 fuzzy system.
The recognition results of this type-2 fuzzy system for each training of the modular neural network are shown in Table
2. In Table 2 we show the results for 15 trainings of the modular neural network. In each row of this table we can
appreciate the recognition rate with the type-2 fuzzy system. We can appreciate that in 8 out of 15 cases, a 100%
recognition rate was achieved.
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Table1 Sample Trainings

Fig.7 Input variables of the type-2 fuzzy system

Fig.8 Output variables of the type-2 fuzzy system
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Table 2 Results of the Type-2 Fuzzy System with Triangular Membership Functions

The fuzzy systems with worst results for the modular neural network were the ones with Gaussian and
Trapezoidal membership functions. We use 3 input variables and one output variable, as in the previous fuzzy system.
We show in Figures 9 and 10 the Gaussian membership functions of this system.

Fig.9 Input variables for type-2 fuzzy system with Gaussian membership functions
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Fig.10. Output variable for type-2 fuzzy system with Gaussian membership functions
The results that were obtained with Gaussian and Trapezoidal membership functions
are similar.

Fig.11 Output variable for type-2 fuzzy system with Trapezoidal functions

Table 3 Recognition rates with the Type-2 System and Trapezoidal Functions

We show in Table 3 the recognition results obtained with the type-2 fuzzy system with Trapezoidal membership
functions. We can appreciate from Table 3 that only in 6 out of the 15 cases a 100% recognition rate is obtained. Also,
there are 4 cases with low recognition rates. We have to mention that results with a type-1 fuzzy integration of
responses were performed in previous paper, in which the recognition rates were consistently lower by an average of
5%. We can state in conclusion that the type-2 fuzzy system for response integration is improving the recognition rate
in the case of persons based on face, fingerprint and voice.
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11. Conclusions
In this work, we have presented the use of GA based architecture to directly evolve the type-2 MFs of interval
type-2 FLCs used for fault diagnosis of induction motor. We have shown that the genetically evolved type-2 FLCs can
lead to superior performance in comparison to type-1 FLCs and the manually designed type-2 FLCs. The results
indicate that the genetic evolution of type-2 MFs can provide valid and high-performance type-2 FLCs without relying
on any a priori knowledge such as logged data or a previously existing model, making it suitable for diagnosis problems
where no such a priori data is available such as in the IM fault domain. This work will be a step towards overcoming the
problem of manually specifying pseudo-optimal MFs for type-2 FLCs, which to date is one of the main obstacles when
designing type-2 FLCs. The FRBS tuning problem has a high dimension error space with dimensions relating to the
following partial order of choices; (a) the selection of axes, (b) the number and form of fuzzy-sets on the axes, these
points relating to the database; (c) the grammar of the rules, and (d) the selection of the rules in the rule base. This
work shows some benefits to pre-tuning using a simple heuristic. It has been well established that GAs in general
executes a more robust search than pure hill-climbing. The decoding scheme in the IT2FS-GA limits the shapes of the
fuzzy sets and again simplifies the error landscape. The primary experiment with the RB-GA shows several important
things. The GA was halted after a set number of runs, and there is a high level of variance of all performance measures.
The performance measures of the IT2FS-GA, which are the same measures, thus are subject to high variance.
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